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Karnov Group launches new financial
integration to digital advisory solution
Karnov Group, a leading provider of mission critical legal information solutions in Denmark and
Sweden, has launched a new integration to the digital advisory tool Karnov Business Optimiser,
developed with the objective to support auditors in accessing advanced financial analyses
efficiently.
The digital advisory solution Karnov Business Optimiser, which has been developed in close collaboration with the Danish auditing
and accounting industry, is now even deeper linked with the work flow of its users. The solution was developed to reflect the
complex reality that auditors are facing today, with increased regulatory complexity, fewer routine tasks and a greater emphasis on
strategic advisory. Therefore, Karnov Business Optimiser provides quick access to advanced analyses, budget simulations and
valuations.
Karnov Business Optimiser can now be integrated with the accounting system of the international software platform CaseWare, a
system that is used by members of FSR – Danish Auditors, as well as by auditors and accountants worldwide. With this integration,
auditors can pull customer data into the analysis engine of Karnov, preparing them for an even more valuable dialogue with their
customers. The integration is dual, meaning that the analyses done can be transferred back into CaseWare for future reference and
progress reporting.
Flemming Breinholt, President and CEO, Karnov Group said: “We are happy to have partnered with FSR – Danish Auditors in this
integration. We know that advisory has become an ever-important focus area to auditors, yet we have seen that there has been a
lack of efficient tools to support their work. We sought to create a mission-critical solution that would support auditors across the
Nordic region in extracting financial data and advanced analyses and use it in their daily dialogue with customers”.
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Karnov Group is a leading provider of mission critical information in the areas of legal, tax and accounting, and environmental, health and safety in
Denmark and Sweden. With brands such as Karnov, Norstedts Juridik, VJS, Notisum, Change Board Member, and Forlaget Andersen, Karnov Group
delivers knowledge and insights, enabling more than 60.000 users to make better decisions, faster – every day. With offices in Copenhagen,
Stockholm, and Malmö, Karnov Group employs around 240 people. Karnov Group is owned by Five Arrows Principal Investments, part of Rothschild &
Co. For more information, please visit www.karnovgroup.com.
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